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Kit Review

Hmm, well! Let’s see,
where does one begin?
Let’s try the beginning?
The name of the company
Model Subject: Dan Gurney’s
that manufactures this kit
1967 Eagle-Ford
is SMTS, which stands for
Manufacturer: SMTS
Scale Model Technical
Scale: 1/43
Services. The easiest part
Model Type: White Metal
of this review is the
Recommended? Only with
“Subject Matter” and to
that I give a “hip hip
reservations
hooray” to this company
for they have a wonderful collection of the 1950-1970 scale
by Chazz Klanian

Low=1
Molding

High=5

n/a

Detail

3

Fit

1

Accuracy

n/a

Ease of Assembly

2

Instructions

1

Decals

2

Clear Parts

3

Multi-media Parts
Value

n/a
1

model kits of the Indianapolis 500. It is quite impressive to
look at the subject matter they have and NO OTHER
company can even come close, period, regardless the
scale. They are the only show in town for INDY in any scale
based on variety.
However, their kits are intended for folks who have A LOT
of modeling experience. Do not look at their kits as if it is
something that you can “shake and bake” and there it is all
done. Also do not let your first 1/43 scale model that you
build, nor your second in this particular case, be that with
such a delicate suspension. Though I believe I have
adequately captured the appearance of the suspension in
this model it is a very, very difficult suspension to align
and with that I have not even come close to mastering.
Detail parts are okay for everything is pretty much white
metal spun cast. But there is a problem with this and that
is that the suspension arms, steering rod, sway bars are all
white metal and have lost their appearance of being
tempered ram rod straight. (This is corrected on my next
subject in review for another time).
Value is not there, for they are not for the faint of heart.
They run about 75-85 U.S. dollars. And that does not count
the most recent exchange rates of $1.60 to the British
pound.
So what is wrong with this kit, one might ask? I honestly do
not believe that there is anything really wrong with this
kit. The company is quietly assuming that you know how to
build models and have many years of experience under
your belt in doing so to interpret their instructions as well
as freelance on those areas that need to be freelanced.
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What I mean by “freelance” you better know how to
interpret and create your own construction sequence if it
does not go together correctly. And in reality for those of
us who have build “stick balsa wood airplanes of the ‘50’s
and ‘60’s that was the norm and not the exception.” You
better be ready to be creative. This was most evident in
the front and rear suspensions and having everything first
cut, angled and aligned properly with numerous dry fits.
Then tear down, then paint and the reassemble and glue
using 5 minute epoxy glues in very small quantities without
any of the resin glue getting on the already finished parts
of the model.
I guess in summation everything is built around one’s
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expectations and all I am saying is that this kit will never
go together as a weekend build, period! It will finally go
together after MANY, MANY weekends of contemplation,
patience and creativity but eventually it will go together
and you will have a BEAUTIFUL replica of the models that
waged the epic battle of the mid 1960s at the Brickyard
and with that it does become an exhausting (no pun
intended) success. Would I build one again? Absolutely and
Jimmy Clarks 1965 Lotus 38 is almost done a few more
parts and it is finished. If you are a Indy fan of the ‘60s’ as
I am with many fond memories it is truly worth the effort
but just be patient.
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